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temporal data are simultaneously available and linked. To address
this problem in our work we are developing Information-Rich
Virtual Environments (IRVEs). An IRVE combines the
capabilities of virtual environments and information visualization
to support the integrated exploration of spatial, abstract, and
temporal data. IRVEs are therefore concerned with information
design and interaction techniques that enable both the
independent and combined navigation and comprehension of
these different data types [3, 5].

ABSTRACT
This paper describes our recent experimental evaluation of
Information-Rich Virtual Environment (IRVE) interfaces. To
explore the depth cue/visibility tradeoff between annotation
schemes, we design and evaluate two information layout
techniques to support search and comparison tasks. The
techniques provide different depth and association cues between
objects and their labels: labels were displayed either in the virtual
world relative to their referent (Object Space) or on an image
plane workspace (Viewport Space). The Software Field of View
(SFOV) was controlled to 60 or 100 degrees of vertical angle and
two groups were tested: those running on a single monitor and
those on a tiled nine-panel display. Users were timed, tracked for
correctness, and gave ratings for both difficulty and satisfaction
on each task. Significant advantages were found for the Viewport
interface, and for high SFOV. The interactions between these
variables suggest special design considerations to effectively
support search and comparison performance across monitor
configurations and projection distortions.

Virtual environments (VEs) can provide users a greater
comprehension of spatial objects, their perceptual properties and
their spatial relations. Perceptual information includes 3D spaces
that represent physical or virtual objects and phenomena including
geometry, lighting, colors, and textures. As users navigate within
a rich virtual environment, they may need access to the
information related to the world and objects in the space (such as
name, function, attributes, etc.). How to effectively present this
related information is the domain of Information Visualization,
which is concerned with improving how users perceive,
understand, and interact with visual representations of abstract
information [7].

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.5.1 [Information Interfaces and Presentation]: Multimedia
Information Systems – Artificial, augmented, and virtual
realities, Evaluation/methodology.

This enhancing abstract (or symbolic) information could include
text, links, numbers, graphical plots, and audio/video annotations.
Both perceptual and abstract information may change over time
reflecting their temporal aspects. In IRVEs, the information
design problem can be summarized as: “Where and how should
enhancing abstract information be displayed relative to its spatial
referent so that the respective information can be understood
together and separately?”.

General Terms
Experimentation, Human Factors, Design, Standardization.

Keywords

Support for search and comparison tasks is fundamental to the
success of any IRVE interface and there has been little research
into how different display techniques impact user performance,
satisfaction, and perceived difficulty. In addition, there is little
understanding of these techniques’ properties on different screen
sizes and spatial resolutions. Information design for IRVEs
presents many rendering and layout challenges including
managing the display space for visibility, legibility, association,
and occlusion of the various data [25]. In this work, we focus on
depth and association cues between labels and their referents and
devise a controlled experiment aimed at understanding the
effective parameters of IRVE information design for two viewing
platforms and two viewing projections.

3D Interaction, Visual Design, Usability Testing and Evaluation,
Information-Rich Virtual Environments.

1. INTRODUCTION
Increasingly designers, engineers, scientists, and students require
‘Integrated Information Spaces’ where spatial, abstract, and
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This paper describes our recent experimental evaluation of IRVE
layout spaces across single and tiled nine-screen displays for
search and comparison tasks. The goal of this evaluation was to
understand the usability of annotation layout spaces across
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different display sizes and different Software Fields of View
(SFOVs). Specifically, we are interested in the perceptual cues
provided by two different layout spaces and their tradeoffs for
performing fundamental types of tasks across different monitor
configurations (1 and 9) and different projection distortions (60 or
100 degrees of vertical angle). Questions we set out to answer
with this experiment include:
•

“Is a layout space with guaranteed visibility better than one
with tight spatial coupling for certain tasks?”

•

“Do the advantages of one layout space hold if the screen
size is increased?”

•

“Do the advantages of one layout space hold if the SFOV is
increased?”

The two layout spaces we examine in this research are termed:
‘Object Space’, in which annotations are displayed in the virtual
world relative to their referent object, and ‘Viewport Space’, in
which annotations are displayed in a planar workspace at or just
beyond the image plane. In Object Space, abstract information is
spatially situated in the scene, which can provide depth cues such
as occlusion, motion parallax, and linear perspective consistent
with the referent object; in addition, the annotation and referent
are visible in the same region of the screen (Gestalt proximity).
The Viewport space, in contrast, is a 2D layout space at or just
beyond the near-clipping plane. As such, annotations and
geometry in the Viewport space are rendered last and appear as
over-layed on top of the virtual world’s projection. Annotations in
Viewport Space typically do not provide depth cues consistent
with their referents, but do provide guaranteed visibility and
legibility of the annotation.
The results of this empirical evaluation provide insight into how
IRVE information design tradeoffs impact task performance and
satisfaction and what choices are advantageous under various
rendering distortions. In addition, this evaluation addresses the
problem of how designers should consider the transfer of IRVE
interfaces between single-monitor and multiple-monitor displays
(Figure 1).

Figure 1: single and nine-screen display configurations used in
this experiment

2.2 Information Design
While a number of studies have examined the hardware and the
display’s (physical) Field of View (e.g. Dsharp display [10]), less
is known about the performance benefits related with the Software
Field of View (SFOV) and virtual environments. However,
Draper et al [11] studied the effects of the horizontal field of view
ratios and simulator sickness in head-coupled virtual
environments and found that 1:1 ratios were less disruptive than
those that were far off. There is also a good body of work on
SFOV in the information visualization literature, typically with
the goal of overcoming the limitations of small 2D display spaces.
Furnas, for example, introduced generalized Fish-Eye views [16]
as technique that allows users to navigate data sets with ‘Focusplus-Context’. Gutwin’s recent study [18] showed that fisheye
views are better for large steering tasks even though they provide
distortion at the periphery.

2. BACKGROUND
2.1 Large and Tiled Displays
Both resolution and physical size of a display play an important
role in determining how much information can or should be
displayed on a screen [29]. Swaminathan & Sato [27] examined
the advantages and disadvantages of large displays with various
interface settings and found that for applications where
information needs to be carefully studied or modified, ‘desktop’
settings are useful, but for collaborative, shared view and nonsustained and non-detailed work, a ‘distance’ setting is more
useful. This work orients our design claims and evaluation to the
paradigm of the single-user desktop workstation.
Tan et al [28] found evidence that physically large displays aid
user’s performance due to increased visual immersion; Mackinlay
& Heer [19] proposed seam-aware techniques to perceptually
compensate for the bezels between tiled monitors; our system
rendered views naively, splitting images across monitors as
though there were no bezels.

A recent study examined exploration and search tasks in
immersive IRVEs using Head-Mounted Displays (HMDs) [9].
The study compared combinations of two navigation techniques
and two layout techniques for textual information. The two
techniques for annotation labels were: ‘in the World’ (Object
Space) or in a ‘Heads-Up-Display (HUD)’ (Viewport space). The
two navigation techniques were HOMER [4] and Go-Go [26]. For
naïve search, the HUD technique was significantly better for both
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navigation types and a significant advantage to a combination of
HUD and Go-Go navigation was demonstrated. However, it is not
clear how such results will transfer to desktop VEs where system
input and output channels are so different.

3.1 Object Space
One existing layout technique, termed ‘Object Space’, is to locate
the abstract information in the virtual world and in the same
coordinate system as its referent object. By co-locating the
enhancing information with its referent object in the virtual space,
this technique provides depth cues that are consistent with the
referent object; if the object is moved or animated, the label
maintains its relative position to the object, giving a tight spatial
coupling between annotation and referent.

The integration of text and image stimuli has been studied as it
relates to the comprehension of multimedia presentations. Faraday
& Sutcliffe’s work [13, 14] supports the claims of Chandler &
Sweller [8] that co-references between text and images can
improve the comprehension of complex instructional material. For
example, the integration of text and image information in
multimedia presentations has resulted in better user recall than
images only.
Feiner et al [15] enumerated locations for the display of
information labels in Augmented Reality (AR). The display
locations described by Feiner et al. were organized for AR design
paradigms. For IRVEs, we must adapt the terminology to
incorporate synthetic environments on desktop and immersive
devices. We characterize display locations according to a user’s
perspective and what coordinate space the information resides in:
abstract information may be located in object space, world space,
user space, viewport space, or display space. Conceptually, these
layout spaces align with those described in Barrilleaux [1] for
Java3D.
Bell et al [2] developed an impressive strategy for dynamically
labeling environment features on the image plane for mobile AR.
They used a Binary Space Partition tree (BSP) to determine
visibility order of arbitrary projections of the scene. From visible
surface data for each object the frame, a view-plane representation
is then used to identify each visible object’s rectangular extent.
The algorithm identifies ‘empty’ spaces in the view-plane and
draws the annotation (such as a label or image) in the nearest
empty space by depth order priority. Our Viewport Space
interface does not provide the cue of Gestalt proximity on the
image plane. This choice was made in order to look at the effects
of both different depth cues and different association cues
simultaneously. The interfaces tested represent opposite extremes
of the Depth cue x Gestalt association cue design matrix.

Figure 2: The Object Space IRVE layout technique
In Gestalt terms, Object Space can provide strong association cues
including connectedness, proximity, and common fate [17].
However, there are some limitations to Object Space, especially
for search and comparison tasks. For example when using Object
Space layouts, not all labels may be visible at once and
maneuvering may be required to make them visible and legible. In
addition, when comparing abstract information that is rendered as
a graph for example, the effects of the relative size depth cue can
make comparison difficult. Figure 2 shows an example of the
Object Space layout technique used in a 3D cell model.
We have previously described software objects that encapsulate a
number of Object Space IRVE layout behaviors [24, 25]. These
Semantic Objects allow the specification of multiple levels of
detail for both objects and their labels, which enables proximitybased filtering on either type. Labels may be located in the
object’s coordinate system through a number of means including:
relative orthogonal, bounding box, and bounding box with
flocking, In addition, Semantic Object labels can be: billboarded
to always face the user and maintain upright orientation,
connected to the object with a line, and scaled by user distance
through a number of schemes (none, periodic, and constant).

3. INTERFACE DESIGN
In an Information-Rich Virtual Environment, there may be a
wealth of data and media types embedded-in or linked-to the
virtual space and objects. Users require interfaces that enable
navigation through these various types and while a number of
applications have designed interfaces for this purpose, they are
typically ad-hoc and specific to the application. Clearly, a more
rational design approach is required.
To begin this project, we critically examined extant approaches to
information layout in IRVEs for Details-on-Demand interaction.
On most desktop VEs, selection of virtual objects is accomplished
via raycasting from the mouse pointer into the scene. In response
to selection interaction, the system response is to display or
highlight the abstract information related to that object. For
example, a user may select a virtual object and toggle its
information as ‘on’ or ‘off’. These annotations may contain any
type of information from text to images to interactive graphs and
windows, but where that information is displayed and how it is
associated to its referent object is the subject of our investigation.

3.2 Viewport Space
To address the limitations of Object Space layouts, we designed
and implemented a new IRVE interface we call the ‘Viewport
Workspace’ where a selected object’s label is toggled into a
Heads-Up-Display at the image plane where is it always visible
regardless of the user’s position and viewing orientation. In the
software definition of our interface, we maintain a pixel-agnostic
stance and scale and locate labels according to parameters of the
environment’s projection (rendering). Labels are sized and located
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monitors viewed from the same distance provides a 61.7˚ vertical
DFOV. It follows that a larger DFOV will require larger saccades
and head movements for users to traverse it visually.

in world units relative to the specified Software Field of View
(SFOV) and the distance to the near-clipping plane.
In the Viewport Workspace, labels can also be connected to their
referent objects with lines extending into the scene. The layout of
labels in the 2D Viewport space is managed by a parameterized
BorderLayoutManager script. Like its Java Swing inspiration, the
BorderLayoutManager divides the layout space into 4 regions or
containers: North and South, which tile horizontally across the top
and bottom, and East and West, which tile vertically on the right
and left sides.

The SFOV on the other hand, refers to the viewing angle of the
camera on the virtual scene, which is rendered (projected) onto
the display surface. Larger SFOV values create fish-eye effect
while smaller values create tunneled, telescoping effects. We
decided to fix SFOV to two levels for our experiment: 60˚ vertical
SFOV (which approximately matched the nine-screen DFOV) and
100˚ vertical SFOV to assess any impact on the performance of
search and comparison tasks.

3.4 Formative Evaluation
An informal pilot study was performed to understand how users
perceive and interact with our IRVE interfaces in different SFOVs
across the different monitor conditions. The goal of the formative
evaluation was to find initial values of SFOV and drag mappings
for the full study. Users were given a large-scale virtual model of
the Giza plateau and given 7-10 minutes to learn the navigation
controls of the VRML browser. On standards-compliant engines
for VRML/X3D the SFOV is default of 45˚ (.785 radians)
measured along the shortest screen projection (typically the
vertical).
When they were comfortable with the navigation interface, the
initial designs of Object Space and Viewport Space annotation
layouts were presented to 2 users from the study pool, each on
both screen configurations. The layout techniques were presented
in a cell environment like those used in the full study. Users used
the up and down arrow keys to dynamically increase or decrease
the SFOV as desired.

Figure 3: The Viewport Space layout technique
The Viewport Space BorderLayout we defined can be specified
with container capacity and the fill order for the 4 directions using
the BorderLayoutManager. The location of any given label is
determined by the order in which it was selected. Finally, if the
user does not like a label’s location, they can click and drag it to a
new location in the Viewport Workspace. Figure 3 shows an
example of the Viewport Space layout technique used in a 3D cell
environment.

3.4.1 Pilot Results
In the cell environment, novice users were able to tolerate much
higher SFOVs than we had anticipated. The average across all
interface layouts and display sizes was 90.5˚ (1.58 radians)
vertical. On the single-screen the average SFOV was 4.1 times the
DFOV, while on the nine-screen, it the average was 1.4 times the
DFOV. There is not enough statistical power to draw any real
conclusions here. In addition, the user tendency to high SFOVs is
interesting because in a cell environment there are few, if any,
sharp edges or 90 degree angles.

By providing a pixel-agnostic layout space and manager at the
image plane (layout positions are not described in pixels), we can
easily scale labels and containers to the size of the display and
projection. For example, we may only be able fit a half dozen
labels legibly in one container on a single-screen display.
However when we render that same interface on a nine-screen
display, the labels scale proportionately and also become larger.
Using our Viewport Space approach, we can easily adapt the label
scale and container capacity to display the labels at an equivalent
pixel size as on the single-screen. On a nine-screen display and
holding pixel size constant to the value on a single-screen, we can
get approximately 3 times as many labels in one container.

More interesting perhaps were user strategies with a dynamic
SFOV control. In the Object Space layout, Users increased the
SFOV to gain overview spatial information and also increased the
SFOV to recover detail abstract information (when it was just out
of view for example). In addition, Users decreased the FOV to
focus in or telescope to targets in the projection; however users
sometimes confused reducing the SFOV to actually navigating to
the target.

3.3 Field Of View

In the Viewport Space layout, users increased the SFOV control
to gain overview spatial information and then had to decrease it to
make detail abstract information legible. User’s association of
annotation to its referent appeared to have a strong temporal
component. For example, when looking up information, users
commonly oriented to labels’ appearance or disappearance on
screen as result of selection / deselection rather than tracing the
connection lines between objects and labels. This suggests that
common fate is a strong association cue in Viewport Space.
Finally, users did not identify the dragging affordances of the

In understanding how humans perceive a virtual environment on a
particular display, the concept of Field of View (FOV) is
essential. For desktop displays we can describe at least two
important kinds of FOVs: the Display Field of View (DFOV) and
the Software Field of View (SFOV). DFOV refers to the amount
of visual angle that the physical display surface occupies in the
user’s visual field- a nine-screen display offers approximately 3
times more DFOV angle than a single-screen when viewed from
the same distance. For example, a 17-inch monitor viewed from
65 cm provides a 22.5˚ vertical DFOV; three stacked 17-inch
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11,796,480 pixels. The dimension of the small normal display is
34.5 cm x 25.9 cm in physical size with 1280 x 1024 = 1,310,720
pixels. Subjects were seated at a distance of 60 – 70 cm from the
screen with their heads lined up to the center monitor.

annotations on the Viewport workspace (even though the cursor
changed).

3.4.2 Design Impact
The initial data and observations were used to improve the IRVE
layout prototypes for the final study. This included choosing two
levels of SFOV condition that were higher than the VRML
default. Once the target SFOVs values were chosen, all mouse
drag mappings were calibrated between the interface layouts on
all display sizes and SFOVs. In addition, we added a handle bar to
the Viewport Space labels to emphasize their draggability.

4.3 Content & Domain
Environments built for the study were based on a 3D model of a
cell and its constituent structures (e.g. nucleus, mitochondria,
lysosomes). These objects provided landmarks within the cell and
a basis for showing spatial relationships such as ‘next-to’, ‘insideof’, etc. All cellular structures were defined with different levels
of detail so that from far away they appeared semi-transparent, but
within a certain distance were drawn as wireframes. In this way,
when a user got close enough to structure, they could pick (select)
objects inside of it.

4. USER STUDY
To test the relative effectiveness of our IRVE layout spaces across
displays and task types, we designed an experiment to test the
following hypotheses:
•

H1 : With its guarantee of visibility and legibility, the
Viewport workspace should provide an advantage for search
tasks as well as tasks involving comparison of abstract
information. The Viewport workspace does not provide
depth information and thus tasks involving spatial
comparisons may be difficult.

•

H2 : We hypothesized that the increased display size and
corresponding spatial resolution of the nine panel display
will be advantageous for tasks where exhaustive search and
comparison is required because more information panels can
be displayed at once.

•

H3 : Higher software FOV will aid search tasks by including
more of the scene in the projection. Higher software FOV
will hinder some spatial comparison tasks due to fish-eye
distortion.

For each trial, a set of 3D molecules were shuffled and arbitrarily
located in the various structures of each cell including the cytosol;
these were the targets for the search and comparison tasks. In each
cell environment there was a nucleus, a nucleolus, three
mitochondria, two lysosomes, and 13 molecules (all organic and
with a molecular weight of less than 195). Since molecular scales
are a few orders of magnitude smaller than cellular scales,
molecules were represented by pink cubes when the user was far
away; the molecular structure was drawn when the user got within
a certain distance. Each cell structure was labeled with its name
and each molecule’s label included its name, formula, molecular
weight, and melting and boiling point.
The choice of a cell model as the content setting was made for a
number of reasons. First, there is a wealth of organic chemistry
data suitable for IRVE visualization [23, 21] and its natural
representation is in a biological context. Second, in these contexts
there is no horizon and requirement for physical constraints such
as gravity, landmarks and targets are distributed in all 3
dimensions making effective annotation layout and navigation a
challenge. Third, education researchers [16] have shown
improved student performance by augmenting science lectures
with desktop virtual environments including the ‘Virtual Cell’
environment for biology and the processes of cellular respiration
[20, 22]. It is our hope that our interface design lessons may be
directly applied to biomedical research and education software.

4.1 Participants
Participants were drawn from the international graduate
population of the College of Engineering. There were 11 males
and 5 females. 10 of the 16 subjects wore glasses or contacts and
all of the subjects used computers daily for work. 81.25% of the
subjects also used computers daily for fun and the remainder used
them several times a week for this purpose. All subjects had at
least a high-school level familiarity with cell biology. Two
subjects were known to be actively working as Research
Assistants on bioinformatics projects and they were assigned to
different display groups.
Subjects self-reported their familiarity with computers: 87.5%
reported ‘very familiar’ with the remainder reporting ‘fairly
familiar’. 31.25% of the subjects reported not having used a 3D
VE system before. Of those that had, 63.6% had used immersive
systems such as HMDs or a CAVE; the remainder had used
desktop platforms only, typically for 3D games.

For each task, landmarks and targets in the cell model were
shuffled to insure naïve search for every trial. Regardless of
independent variable conditions, each environment had identical
mappings of mouse movement to cursor movement and picking
correspondence was maintained for navigation, selection, and
manipulation interactions in the virtual environment. In addition,
all environments included an identical HUD compass or
gyroscope widget, which helped the user maintain their
directional orientation within the cell. All interface components
are realized entirely in VRML.

4.2 Equipment

4.4 Information Design Conditions
In both the Object Space and Viewport Space layouts, labels were
always drawn ‘up’ regardless of the user’s orientation. All labels
were connected to their referent objects with a drawn white line
(Gestalt connectedness). In both the Object Space and Viewport
Space layouts, label size was determined by the minimum label
size for text legibility on a 1280x1024 display, in this case
206x86 pixels.

We used a cost-effective large display system consisting of nine
tiled normal PC monitors supported by five dual-head peripheral
component interconnect (PCI) high-end graphics cards on a 2.5
GHz Pentium 4 PC. With the support of Microsoft Windows XP
operating system’s advanced display feature, we could easily
create an illusion of a single large screen without using any
special software and hardware. The dimension of the 9-screen
display is 103.6 cm x 77.7 cm in physical size with 3840 x 3072 =
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configuration. There were two within-subjects independent
variables of two levels each: layout technique (Object or Viewport
Space) and SFOV (60˚ or 100˚ vertical). For each condition, users
were given one of each of the four task types mentioned above.
Thus a total of 16 trials were presented to each subject in a
counterbalanced order.

In the Object Space conditions, labels were located relative to
their referent object and offset orthogonally by a set distance.
When toggled on, Object Space labels were periodically scaled
according to user distance. This scaling was established to
guarantee a minimum size for legibility from any distance. The
actually-rendered label size when viewed head-on could vary
between 1 and 1.2 times the pixel area of a label in the Viewport
condition depending on the distance to the object. In making this
choice, we remove the depth cue of relative size in favor of access
to the abstract information contained in the label. The depth cues
of occlusion and motion parallax remain.
Because Object Space labels are co-located with objects in the
virtual world, they are subject to the same magnification and
distortion problems as other objects in the periphery of the
projection. As a result, a label may appear to stretch (keystone)
and scale as it moves away from the line of sight.
In the Viewport Space condition, we used the
BorderLayoutManager described above; fill order was set to [ ‘N’,
‘S’, ‘E’, ‘W’]. The minimal legibility sizing meant that 5 labels
could fit in any given container on the single-screen. As
mentioned previously, when a Viewport Space is rendered on a
nine-screen display, its projection is simply scaled up. In order to
understand how the properties of larger screens affect usability,
we decided to keep the label’s pixel size constant. This means that
we could now fit 15 labels in a given container on the nine-screen.
While we realize this may be a confound to some degree, it allows
us to ask the question of if we can improve Viewport performance
by leveraging the larger screen size (with constant spatial
resolution).

Figure 4. Experimental design
Users were introduced to each control mode of desktop VE
navigation under the Cortona VRML browser. The metaphor was
fixed to ‘FLY’ and users were educated and guided on how to use
the plan, pan, turn, roll, go-to, restore, for control in the virtual
world. Users were given the Kelp Forest Exhibit virtual
environment, which is a 3D model of a large saltwater tank at
Monterrey Bay Aquarium [6]. Users were directed to do things
like ‘fly into the tank; turn to your right 90 degrees, is that a
shark? Pan up to the surface; now down to the bottom; turn
around; follow that diver …’. For the navigation portion of
training, subjects took anywhere from 4 to 10 minutes to affirm
that they felt comfortable with the controls.

4.5 Tasks
In order to test how our IRVE layout techniques impact usability
for search and comparison, we define 4 kinds of tasks (below).
The task types are denoted by the following convention:
[IRVE_TaskType: informationCriteria -> informationTarget].
IRVE Search Tasks [S:*] require subjects to either:
•

Find a piece of abstract information (A) based on some
perceptual/spatial criteria (S). Task example [S:S->A]: ‘What
molecule is just outside of the nucleolus?’

•

Find a piece of perceptual/spatial information (S) based on
some abstract criteria (A). Task example [S:A->S]: ‘Where
in the cell is the Pyruvic Acid molecule?’

Subjects were then given a sample 3D cell environment with all
the common landmark structures they would see in the
experiment. In this environment, they were shown how to toggle
object labels and how the cellular structures and molecules
behaved depending on their proximity. Finally, they were
instructed on the nature of the tasks. When users affirmed that
they felt comfortable with the cell environment (typically 3-5
minutes), the experiment began.

IRVE Comparison Tasks [C:*] require subjects to either:
•

Compare abstract attributes (A) of two items with a given
perceptual/spatial criteria (S). Task example [C:S->A]: ‘Find
the lysosome that is closest to a mitochondria. What is the
melting point of the molecule in the lysosome?’

•

Compare perceptual/spatial attributes (S) of two items with a
given abstract criteria (A). Task example [C:A->S]: ‘Where
in the cell is the molecule with the lowest melting point?’

In each trial, users were timed and recorded for correctness. In
addition, they were asked to rate their satisfaction with the
interface for that task and the level of difficulty of the task on a
scale of 1 - 7. One part of each of three Cognitive Factors tests
was given to each subject before the experiment began: Closure
Flexibility (Hidden Patterns), Spatial Orientation (Cube
Comparisons), and Visualization (Paper Folding) [10]. This was
intended to help understand the role of individual differences in
utilization or preference of the various interfaces.

4.6 Experiment and Method

5. RESULTS

We used a mixed design for this experiment (Figure 4). Subjects
were randomly divided into two groups for the between-subjects
independent variable, which was the display size: one group
performed all tasks on the single-screen display configuration and
one group performed all tasks on the nine-screen display

For each trial, the dependent variables collected were: time,
correctness, and user ratings of satisfaction and difficulty. A
General Linear Model was constructed for these results to
determine any significant effects and interactions of the various
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experimental conditions to these metrics of usability. A post-hoc
analysis of the cognitive test scores using an independent samples
t-test revealed that there was no significant difference between the
two groups in terms of cognitive test scores.

Accuracy
p = .049
100
90

Some general observations are notable. First, most users tended to
search serially through the space in a lawnmower pattern and used
position controls more often than orientation controls. Across
layout spaces, some users tended to select, read, and deselect
objects along the way rather than keep them visible and travel on.
In general, this strategy results in less visual clutter but required
repeated re-selection if they did not immediately recall the
information. After one or two experiences with a more exhaustive
search, users typically adopted the strategy of leaving selected
annotations visible until they occluded or distracted from their
search.
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Figure 6: Interaction of Layout, Display, and SFOV variables

5.1 Accuracy

There was also a significant interaction between layout, SFOV,
and display. On the single-screen display, both techniques were
roughly equivalent at small SFOV, but at large SFOV the
Viewport interface provided a significant advantage. Figure 6
depicts the interaction of these three variables where F1, 12 =
4.798; p = .049. We attribute this difference to the high distortion
of 100 SFOV on a 24 DFOV, a condition where Viewport space
is more effective.

There was a significant main effect on user accuracy across all
tasks for the layout technique. The Viewport interface (mean =
84.7%) performed better than the Object space layout (mean =
75.6%) at F1, 12 = 6.134; p = .029. This result agrees with our first
hypothesis and makes sense because with Viewport space, all
active labels are visible and the HUD facilitates comparison.
Because label size was controlled across levels, we know this is
not a difference arising from legibility.

5.1.1
Accuracy
p = .036
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For comparison tasks, small SFOV was significantly more
accurate and this was a main effect (F1, 14 = 4.61; p = .05). This
result also aligns with our hypotheses that comparison tasks
(especially those on spatial criteria) may suffer under visual
distortion.
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The interaction of Layout and Display variables was mostly due to
relative performance on comparison tasks. Here, Layout and
Display were a significant combination F1, 14 = 13.44 ; p = .003.
The Object space outperformed Viewport on the large display by
percent correct (71.9 vs 62.5), but the effect was reversed on the
small display (62.5 vs 87.5).
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Task-specific Results

For search tasks, there was a significant main effect for SFOV (F1,
14 = 7.56; p = .016) with the high SFOV being more accurate
(95.3%) than the low SFOV (81.3%). This result makes sense
because with high SFOV, users can see more of the scene in the
projection at any given time.

100

% correct

60

Object
Layout

Figure 5: Interaction of Display size and Layout technique

5.2 Time

There was a significant interaction between display size and
layout technique (F1, 12 = 5.587; p = .036): the single-screen group
performed better under the Viewport interface, but the nine-screen
performed better under the Object space layout (Figure 5). The
large display and Viewport interface combination requires a large
saccade and head movement in order to follow a connector line
between an object and its label in another part of the display.

Subjects were timed from their first input event until the time they
gave an answer they were confident in. The sum time to complete
all 16 tasks was longer for the nine-screen group than the 1-screen
group (32% longer), and this difference was almost significant (t1,
14 = .184 ; p = .091). There are a few interpretations for this result;
the most obvious being the slower framerate on the nine-screen
rendering (typically 1.2 fps vs. 6.7 fps during travel).

In contrast, on the small display, there is little or no head and eye
movement, connector lines are shorter and a given number of
labels may be divided into more than 1 container. An additional
advantage that Object space might have on the large display is
that there is less occlusion between labels on the large displays.

In addition, the physical size of the nine-screen display required
users to make more mouse and head motion than when using a
single-screen. In order to account for these differences,
subsequent analysis was based on an ‘adjusted time’ for each
group where the fastest possible completion time for a given trial
was subtracted from each subject’s recorded time for that trial. It
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should be noted that the effects described here were significant
regardless of whether raw or adjusted time was used.

Difficulty
p = .001

Time performance across tasks and displays carried significant
main effects for both Layout technique and for Software FOV.
The Object space interface (mean = 127.7 sec.) took longer than
the Viewport interface (mean = 101.4 sec.); F1, 12 = 5.244; p =
.041. The low SFOV of 60 (mean = 131.2 sec.) also took longer
than the 100 SFOV (mean = 97.9 sec.) with F1, 12 = 11.805; p =
.005. This follows our general hypothesis that the Viewport
interface would be advantageous over the Object interface and
that larger SFOVs would be advantageous over smaller SFOVs.
This result is true of both search and comparison tasks.
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Figure 8: Interaction of Layout technique and SFOV on user
difficulty rating
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6. CONCLUSIONS

Viewport

100

Interface designs for Information-Rich Virtual Environments such
as those used in cell biology research and education can benefit
from a better understanding of the role of depth and association
cues in supporting search and comparison tasks. In such
environments, objects may be distributed in all three dimensions
and there may not be a horizon or gravity constraint on
navigation. The challenge facing designers and developers is
understanding the relationship of their information design choices
(such as layout space) to the usability of their applications. For
example, “Where and how should enhancing abstract
information be displayed relative to its spatial referent so that the
respective information can be understood together and
separately?”. The design problem is further compounded when
considering the transfer of design layouts across rendering
platforms.

Object
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Figure 7: Interaction effect for SFOV and Layout technique
on completion time.
There was also a significant interaction between the Layout and
the SFOV (F1, 12 = 19.094; p = .001) variables. On low SFOVs of
60, the Object space technique took longer than Viewport,
whereas on 100 SFOV the Object space was slightly faster than
Viewport (Figure 7). For the tasks we tested, it is clear that a 60
SFOV is a poor performer and in addition, this was a particularly
poor combination with Object space layouts as the user is required
to perform a lot of viewpoint manipulation to get the label into the
viewing frustum.

In this study, we explored the relative performance of two IRVE
layouts spaces for search and comparison tasks in a desktop
context. The first was an annotation layout scheme where the
labels were co-located with their referent objects in the virtual
scene in what we call Object Space. While this technique provides
a tight spatial coupling (via depth cues & Gestalt proximity)
between the annotation and its referent object, annotations may
not be fully visible because of other occluding objects in the
scene. To guarantee visibility regardless of position or orientation
in the VE, we developed an IRVE layout component that manages
annotations on a HUD just beyond the near-clipping plane
(Viewport Space). This study investigated the information design
tradeoff between the spatial coupling guarantee or the visibility
guarantee provided by annotation labels in either Object or
Viewport layout spaces. In addition, we asked if the relative
advantages of a layout space holds when the scene is rendered on
a large screen or under large projection distortion.

5.3 Satisfaction and Difficulty
Results on these qualitative metrics are what we expect from
knowing about the relative performance of interfaces and SFOVs
by objective measures. The subjective results actually followed
the pattern for Time performance. For example, subjects rated the
Viewport interface more satisfying (F1, 12 = 5.788; p =.033) and
the Object space layout most difficult (F1, 12 = 35.396; p =.000).
Subjects also rated the low SFOV as more difficult than the high
SFOV and this difference was significant (F1, 12 = 5.330; p =
.040).
There was also an interaction between layout technique and
SFOV for both qualitative metrics. While both interface types
were rated similarly on the large SFOV conditions, in the small
SFOV conditions subjects preferred the Viewport workspace (F1,
12 = 8.007; p = .015) and it was perceived as less difficult (F1, 12 =
17.684; p = .001). Figure 8 depicts this relationship.

6.1 Object vs. Viewport Space
The first set of conclusions regards the usability of our IRVE
layout techniques on a common single-screen setup. We asked:
“Is one layout space with guaranteed visibility better than one
with guaranteed tight spatial coupling for certain tasks?”. The
results of this experiment showed that overall the Viewport
interface outperformed Object space layouts on nearly all counts
of accuracy, time, and ratings of satisfaction and difficulty across
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tasks. In other words, for the set of tasks performed, tight-spatial
coupling of annotation to its referent (Object Space) was not as
advantageous or preferable as the consistent visibility provided by
an image plane layout (Viewport Space).

is increased?”, Preliminary results indicated that for the cell
environment, users had a high tolerance for large SFOVs, but that
the tolerance was much less on the large display. In the study
overall, users significantly rated low SFOV conditions more
difficult; the differences in satisfaction ratings between SFOVs
was not significant. Because we cannot compare subjective
metrics between subject groups, the relationship between DFOV
and SFOV remains an open research question.

This result suggests that the development and evaluation of a
richer set of Viewport Space layout capabilities (such as the X3D
Compositing Component) would be worthwhile. If the tight
spatial coupling provided by Object Space layouts is deemed
necessary, consider further refining Object Space designs
including managed or emergent layout schemes.

Our study results showed that overall our two SFOVs levels did
not significantly affect accuracy performance. However, higher
SFOVs were advantageous for time especially on search tasks, but
negatively impacted accuracy especially on comparison tasks.
This result supports our hypotheses about the benefits of a high
SFOV for search tasks (by showing more of the scene in the
periphery) and liability of a high SFOV for comparison tasks (by
distorting a scene object’s spatial location). It suggests that
designers may consider modifying the SFOV dynamically
depending on the user task.

6.2 Single and Nine-screen Configurations
One of the main drawbacks to using our interfaces on the ninescreen display was the slower frame-rate. The VRML browser we
used in the study did not work with the operating system to
manage the hardware rendering with multiple video cards and
displays. When the browser was enlarged to 1.5 x 1.5 screens or
greater, the application switched to a software rendering mode
which seemed significantly slower. However, the differences in
time to completion across display configurations (due mainly to
rendering speed) were not statistically related to task performance.
We also found no statistically significant effect of display
configuration on user accuracy.

6.4 Summary
Reflecting on the implications of these results, we can answer our
original hypotheses and substantiate the following IRVE
information design claims:

The second research question we posed was: “Do the advantages
of visibility or tight spatial coupling hold if the screen size is
increased?”. Display size interacted with both Layout and SFOV
variables for accuracy. The worst performing combination was
the Object Space with a high SFOV on a small display. The best
performing combination was the Viewport Space with high SFOV
on a small display. However, on the large display, high SFOV the
Object Space outperformed the Viewport Space.
With the tight spatial coupling, Object Space annotation schemes
render the annotation with the rest of the scene. Annotations end
up on the image plane nearby their referents- they provide the
additional depth cues of occlusion and motion parallax and the
additional Gestalt association cues of proximity with their
referents. We can postulate that the advantage of the tight spatial
coupling of Object Space only comes into effect when there is
enough screen size (DFOV) to avoid the occlusion problem. Also,
on the large screen size, tight spatial coupling means that users do
not need to perform large saccades or head movements to see and
read the annotation.

•

Overall, the guaranteed visibility of Viewport Space offered
significant performance and satisfaction advantages over the
tight spatial coupling of Object Space annotation layouts.
The effect was especially pronounced in the single-screen
monitor configuration.

•

The advantages of our Viewport Space layout did not
transfer cleanly or scale iso-morphically up to the larger
nine-screen configuration. On the large display condition for
example, tight spatial coupling (Object Space) was more
effective for accuracy across tasks but especially for
comparison.

•

Higher software FOVs decreased search time because they
render more of the scene in the projection. Higher software
FOV increased spatial comparison times because of fish-eye
distortion.

The results of this evaluation contribute to our understanding of a
fundamental layout space tradeoff in IRVEs. In addition, they
provide initial guidance as to the challenges of designing
integrated information spaces that are portable across display sizes
and distortions. Still, the relationship between interface usability,
Software Field Of View and Display Field Of View is an open
research question; for example, what are the thresholds of size or
projection distortion where various techniques break down and
others become advantageous?

In examining the transfer of the Viewport BorderLayout interface
design across display configurations, we can that say the
successful transfer of an interface to a larger display is not simply
a matter of scaling. On the large display, our Viewport Space
design had the capacity for 3 times as many annotations. However
on the large display, ergonomics require special consideration.
The BorderLayout Viewport Space annotations began in the N
container, which was above the line of sight at the top edge of the
nine-screen display. This made frequent reference fatiguing for
users. There is substantial work to be done in exploring Viewport
Space annotation designs, especially for large displays. This work
suggests that design and management choices for image-planeinterface layouts may be different depending on the size of the
display.

Designs and capabilities for both Object and Viewport layouts
must be improved. For example successful, portable IRVEs will
require better text rendering facilities, layering and compositing
functionality as well as support for pixel-agnostic layout
mechanisms for the image plane. Future work includes continued
design and evaluation of IRVE information displays to further
examine the role of depth and association cues in common tasks.

6.3 Software Field of View
The third research question this study addresses is: “Do the
advantages of visibility or tight spatial coupling hold if the SFOV
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